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Introduction 
The band structure of graphene presents six conical points 

where the energy dispersion is perfectly linear in the momentum. 
This particular feature is at the basis of the interesting physical 
and chemical properties of this material [1]. Unfortunately, upon 
stacking to form a Few-Graphene-Crystal (FGC), the weak 
interlayer interaction could induce a small valence charge 
redistribution in the crystal lattice, suppressing the linear 
dispersion in the band-structure [2]. In particular, in turbostratic 
FGCs, the interlayer charge redistribution, and hence the 
electronic structure of the crystal, depend on the rotation angle 
between the graphenes [3]. For certain orientations, when the 
lattices are commensurable, graphenes electronically decouple, 
and the FGC behaves like an individual monolayer [4]. Using 
transmission electron holography [5], we investigated the 
redistribution of electronic crystal charges in a turbostratic FGC, 
in which the number of layers varies from an individual graphene 
up to four. Using the same technique we probed the charge 
distribution in individual carbon nanotubes (CNTs), investigating 
charge redistributions as the number of walls (= graphenes) 
decreases from 20 (concentric multi-walled (MW-) CNTs) down 
to a single-wall (SW-) CNT. 

Experimental 
Turbostratic FGCs were prepared by means of a liquid 

assisted mechanical exfoliation of natural Madagascar graphite 
powder, as recently proposed [6]. MWCNTs and SWNTs grown 
by arc-discharge were dispersed in acetone with the aid of 
sonication. TEM samples were prepared by simple drop-casting 
onto standard holey-carbon-film grids for transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) investigation. TEM characterization was 
performed using a Tecnai F20 microscope, equipped with a 
CEOS aberration corrector and an electrostatic biprism. A 
customized electro-optical set-up was developed to allow the 
microscope to be operated at an accelerating voltage of 100kV to 
reduce beam damage to the sample. Phase reconstruction was 
done using HoloJ software [7]. 

Results and Discussion 
Electron holography is an experimental technique capable 

of retrieving the full electronic wavefront of the electronic 
radiation that has interacted with the sample [5]. The electronic 
wave, passing through the specimen in the TEM, interacts with 
the distribution of charges in the crystal, and a detailed map of the 
distribution of the electric and magnetic fields is stored in the 
phase term of the retrieved wavefront [8]. In the absence of either 

magnetic contributions or free charges in the material, as in the 
case of FGC membranes, the measured electronic phase map 
ϕ(

r
r )  is simply related to the electrostatic potential V in the 

sample, via [8]: 

(1)   
ϕ(r) = C

E
V (r, z) dz∫  

where CE is an interaction constant depending on the energy of 
the beam electrons. The result of the integration in Equation (1) is 
the projection along the z-axis of the electrostatic potential 
generated by the charge distribution in the crystal.  

 
Fig. 1 Reconstructed phase map of the turbostratic graphene 
membrane. a) Phase map in false colors. Red corresponds to 
vacuum values, showing the presence of holes over the surface of 
the flake. b) and (c) show the phase profile along the lines 
indicated by (1) and (2) in the phase map. 

Fig. 1a shows the reconstructed phase map, in false colors, of 
a turbostratic FGC composed of four graphenes. Using high-
resolution (HR-) TEM imaging we determined the lattice 
orientation in each graphene composing the crystal. Each crystal 
plane was rotated by 13° with respect to its neighbors, 
corresponding to a commensurate turbostratic stacking [4]. The 
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red regions in Fig. 1a, in which the phase has the same value as in 
vacuum, reveal the presence of holes over the surface of the flake. 
Fig. 1b shows the phase profile acquired from the region 
indicated by (1), while Fig. 1c shows the phase profile from 
region (2). Nearby the holes the flake is thinner, as more graphene 
layers are peeled off from the crystal by electron beam damaging. 
The graphs clearly display step-like phase profiles, ranging from 
values close to zero in correspondence to vacuum, up to 0.24 rad, 
where four graphenes are stacked. In particular, in Fig. 1b a phase 
level of 0.06 rad is clearly visible, while all the other phase values 
correspond to multiple integers, up to four times, of this amount.  

 
Fig. 2 Plot of the measured phase shift per graphene versus the 
number of stacked graphenes in graphene systems with 
turbostratic structure. Blue: in CNTs, from a 20-wall MWCNT to 
a SWCNT. Red: for an individual (flat) graphene, either single or 
within a stack with commensurable structure. 

We also measured the phase shift induced by different 
MWCNTs, for which the stacking cannot be otherwise than 
turbostratic and non commensurate, with the number of walls 
from 20 down to a SWCNT. For each tube we calculated the 
average phase shift induced by each wall (i.e. the phase of an 
individual curved graphene). Fig. 2 shows the graph of the 
average phase shift per wall as experimentally determined in the 
case of the CNTs and the measured value for individual graphene. 
We notice an interesting surface effect which is not seen in the 
case of the FGC of Fig. 1, i.e., the phase shift increases as the 
number of walls decreases. This effect on the phase is not specific 
to carbon nanotubes. It has also been predicted and 
experimentally confirmed for gold nanoparticles [9], for which it 
has been attributed to the redistribution of valence charges in the 
under-coordinated atoms of the surface. A similar effect has been 
predicted for CNTs [10]. When the number of walls in the tube is 
large (more than ~15), the surface effect on the average phase 
shift is screened by the bulk contribution of the inner graphenes, 
bonded by weak van der Waals forces. In this configuration, the 
phase shift per graphene is close to 0.04 rad, i.e., the same value 
as expected and measured for bulk graphite [11]. In the case of 
the FGC of Fig. 1, the commensurability between graphene 
lattices makes each graphene to be electronically decoupled from 
its neighbors [3]. This makes each graphene within the stack shift 
the electron beam as an individual graphene, behaving similarly 
to a surface graphene.  

Conclusions 
We used transmission electron holography to probe 

crystallographic charge redistributions in turbostratic FGCs and 
CNTs, as the number of graphenes varies. For the first time to our 
knowledge, we measured the phase shift induced by an individual 
single-atom-thin graphene, and mapped the phase shift variation 
throughout a whole FGC in relation with the local number of 
graphenes. On the other hand, the phase investigation of the 
turbostratic, non commensurate stacking of graphenes in 
concentric MWCNTs revealed a size effect originating from the 
charge redistribution in the under-coordinated surface graphene. 
The data shows an increase of the phase shift, hence a depression 
of the average atomic potential traps, as the proportion of surface 
atoms over the total number of atoms for an individual nanotube 
decreases. Comparing electron phase shifts of a FGC and CNTs, 
we found that the commensurate stacking geometry makes each 
graphene in the FGC be decoupled from any neighboring 
graphene and shift the electron phase as a surface (or an 
individual) graphene does. In a non commensurate stacking (and 
probably ABAB stacking as well), only the actual surface 
graphenes of the stack shift the phase differently from inner ones.  
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